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I. LITERATURE REVIEW
Abstract— Today, smart phone evolution become an important

1.

and
highest competition channel through which many
organisations launch and market their services to the users.
Applications have delivering services by different way of
attractiveness. The quality of information provided through mobile
technologies is seen as one of the most critical dimensions towards
organisational achievement and success. In fact, User interface
designed for mobile device is the main concern in designing
applications. Currently, there is few of research that particularly
evaluates the quality of information on smart phone interface. In
fact, the information quality has been deliver by smart phone ,
which is important for user convenience, has not been evaluated. In
this paper, the researcher will be examined in three main areas:
mobile interface design, the information quality of the applications,
and whether this information has met user satisfaction.
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According to DeLone and McLean (2001), information
quality refers to “quality of information within what system
produces”. Information system rates the information quality
as a measure of semantic success of information system.
Lee et al. (2004) grouped the information quality into four
criteria: a) intrinsic IQ, which implies that information has
quality in its own right such as accuracy, reliability,
credibility, consistency, and objectivity; b) contextual IQ,
which refers to the main requirements that the information
must be faced within the contexts of the task at hand such as
timeliness, relevance, completeness, and currency; c)
representational IQ, which refers to the way of presenting
the information within specific context; and (d) accessibility
IQ,
which emphasises on the importance of computer
systems that present the information (Lee et al., 2002).
Moreover, Jeong and Lambert (2001) explained that IQ can
be measured based on three main dimensions that will lead
users to make decision making. The first dimension is the
information content, which refers to the accuracy, relevance,
security, validity, and completeness of the information. The
second dimension is the information format, which
emphasises on the design and links. Finally, the third
dimension is the physical environment, which is related to
user accessibility.
Several other studies (Auster & Choo, 1993; Culnan, 1985;
Miller, 1996; and Smith, 1996) have expanded those three
IQ dimensions introduced by Jeong & Lambert (2001). The
studies categorised the dimensions into three, namely
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and perceived
accessibility.
The first dimension named perceived usefulness focuses on
the importance and unstableness of the information. This
dimension concerns on how relevant, informative,
meaningful, important, helpful, and significant is the
information for user’s decision making. It is more about
website delivery – how accurate, relevant, timely, secure,
and valid the information is.
The second dimension is perceived ease of use, which is
more about self-efficacy (Bandura’s, 1982). In general,
perceived ease of use refers to ease of learning,

mobile interface, user

Introduction

Now a days, mobile devices that serve as channels for
accessing services have been the critical concerns by many
organizations. The information quality in terms of locationawareness, information provided, and channel used may be
improved over time. Furthermore, the small size of mobile
interface is the main concern in designing running
applications. Because of the friendly nature of mobile
phones and their interactive applications, many
organisations have created their services using mobile
technologies to reach their audience. Some researchers have
examined the satisfaction in mobile context and they found
that information quality is the key element for mobile
internet. Good information also enhances user loyalty in
making use of mobile device.
Currently, there is lack of research on evaluating the
quality of information's smart phone from user point of
view. The evaluation of information quality on mobile
interface design for organisations site is unclear. This
paper come to evaluate information on smart phone
interface from users to come up with their satisfaction.
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understandability,
controllability,
skilfulness,
and
usefulness. It is also more about free of effort and difficulty
when searching for information. This dimension focuses on
web design, format, navigation, clarity, links, and colour
appropriateness.
Lastly, the third dimension is perceived accessibility that
can be measured using three other dimensions. The first one
is physical access to the information source, followed by the
interface between system and user, and lastly the ability to
physically retrieve the desired information.
The distinguishing factor between perceived ease of use and
the other two dimensions (namely perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use) is the concerns about website’s
connectivity, interactivity, load ability, retrievability, and
search options.

capabilities, smaller screen size that could affect the
navigation activities, lower number of scrolling within one
page, and limited content and delivery within a page (Lee &
Banbasat, 2004). Moreover, mobile device has short-term
memory, which would limit the activities and thus
subsequently cause low user performance.
x Mobile Setting
Mobile setting refers to the mobile environment where
mobile users can perform their tasks in terms of time, place,
and context. The setting mostly converges at three points of
view: 1) spatiality concern where the user can carry the
mobile anywhere and anytime, 2) temporality in which
mobile users can access the internet even when engaged in
normal phone call, and 3) context ability, which means that
the circumstance at the level of interaction with others.
However, regardless of what the information holds and
contains, the issues are how the users can find information
to his/her satisfaction. Mobile setting could be an
infrastructure, location, resources nearby, context,
application, system, and time (Jones & Brown, 2003).

2. Mobile User Interface Design
User interface and mobile size are the two main concerns
in designing mobile device (Goyal et al., 2003). Currently,
the competition among mobile devices manufacturers in
producing mobile devices that are small and thin but with
wide screen size is increasing. User interface on mobile
devices is part and parcel of any applications that allows
users to use and interact with the mobile devices (Goyal et
al., 2003). This interface shows content screen, windows,
menus, control, and any parts that user can see and use. User
will keep on using and interacting with interesting and
attractive interface, and vice versa. There are three
principles that need to be followed in designing user
interface: 1) let the users be in control of the interface, 2)
reduce user’s memory load, and 3) make the user interface
consistent (Wiley & Sons, 1997). Rayport and Jaworski
(2001) conducted a study on design elements of customer
interface. They highlighted seven factors named 7C’s that
can be used to evaluate the user interface of electronic
services in e-commerce. The 7C’s are context; what the
system will deliver , content; how the system will deliver ,
community; how the users can communicate with each
other, customisation; how will tailoring system for each
user, communication; how system will interact with their
users , connection; the link between systems , and
commerce.
In addition, Lee & Benbasat (2003) have extended the
7C’s framework to cover two important issues. The issues
are grouped into mobile device constraint and mobile
setting. This extension happened to make the framework
more fixable to work within mobile environment. Because
of this extension, the framework has advance capabilities
that can be implemented in other area such as in developing
mobile interface for e-Government services.

3. User Satisfaction Concept
User satisfaction refers to the feelings received by the
user before, during, and after communicating with a
website (Pérez-Mira, 2010). According to DeLone
and McLean in information system success model,
user satisfaction can be measured from recipients’
response to the use of the output of an information
system. Next, Naylor et al. (1980) defined satisfaction
as “the result of the individual taking outcomes that
have been received and evaluating them on a pleasantunpleasant continuum”.
Yao and Zhao (2010) built user satisfaction model with six
dimensions:

x
x
x

x
x

x Mobile Device Constraints
Mobile device has fewer sources than the normal desktop
computer. In comparison to desktop computer, mobile
device has lower performance such as limited input/output,
less convenient, lower multimedia and processing

x
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Citizen expectations, which refers to citizen’s
expectation towards e-Government before using it.
Perceived quality, which evaluates the overall
quality of the system, services, information, and
application after using it.
Perceived value, which refers to citizen’s
perception towards the benefits of electronic
service that they can obtain from the eGovernment.
Government image, which refers to what would be
remembered from e-Government experience.
Citizen reliability, which refers to citizen’s
confidence and support towards online services;
whether they will re-use the services or not.
Citizen participation, which refers to the initiative
of the citizens to participate in online services.

II. METHODOLOGY

The study conducted by experiment design. Experiment
design is the process of planning a study to meet a specified
objectives. Planning step an experiment properly is very
important in order to ensure that the right type of data and a
sufficient sample size and power are available to answer the
research questions of interest as clearly and efficiently as
possible. In the study case, the researcher conducted 11
responds to participate on the study. The general condition
for all responds are ; use smart phone , use the applications
and browsing internet use the phone . Te specific condition
are; individual assessment for each respond to do some tasks
using the smart phone within limited time. After that answer
the questionerAbbreviations and Acronyms
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are
used in the text, even after they have been defined in the
abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI, MKS, CGS, sc, dc,
and rms do not have to be defined. Do not use abbreviations
in the title or heads unless they are unavoidable.

Table 1:
Second : the usefulness of information : In the Figure 2 ,
the usefulness measurements have been highlighted are how
much the information are trusted by users , the amount of
information per page , the value of information , availability
of info, support information for the user , and the easy of
use information . the result shown that participants agree by
the majority of them of trusted info , availability of info ,
and easy to use info . But the disagree got the majority on
supporting info the user to do their request, the value of info
, speed of info, and trust of info .

Data collection
the data collection is depend on the tasks check list and
questioner . First , the task check list are focus on , check
email, browse web pages , check social sites, chatting ,
register, and search. Second, the questioner content four
parts are Demographics, The usefulness of information , use
information , and access information .

Figur2 :

Data analysis
First part, Demographics: in the figure1 , the participants
are different level of education and age . the majority of
participant are from bachelor degree from 21-to 26 years
old. Between 27-35 years old have master, phd and higher
education. In table1, presenting the time spending by the
participants with each of tasks practising by them regularly.
The result shown that participants spending all the time of
use phone in social network sites by 100% percentage. After
that search and browse by 81% , and after plying by 54%
percentage .

In the figure3 , The over all information quality highlighted
the quality of info, performance of info, effectiveness , easy
of info, understandable, and overall usefulness . participants
are agree got more in the clear and understandable of
information quality , effectiveness, and easy of use
information . on the anther way , participants are disagree
with information performance and information quality
overall .

Figur1:
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security, trust, authorization , level of secure, password ,
bank info, and request for upgrade the level of security . the
result shown that the lines have high indicator in area of un
satisfy and disagree form participated on the level of
security and privacy, and agree area have low indicator from
them .

Figure3 :
Third: use of information ; figure 4 highlighted the use of
information measurements which are ; easy of use , clear to
use, availability, remembering, fixable, frustration info, size,
colour , and error. The result shown that participant agree
with clear , colour, and free or error. But they are disagree
with availability , remembering fixable, size of information ,
and easy of use .

Figure5:
III. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study conducted educated responds' to evaluate
information quality for smart phone interface. Responds' are
using applications and web browsing by phone, they convert
their daily needs . However, participants' have been
disappoint with the usefulness of information on the area of
supporting this information for them to do their work , the
amount of information should be reduced to meet user need
, the value of information not fully satisfied users which
may need for more focus on the right information . In
addition , participants' are concern about the performance
of information which is make their work because of loading
time and also the overall quality got average from them
which mean there is some disagree with the quality .
In the use of information, participants' are disagree about the
availability of information all the time, the difficulties of
download information especially from the multimedia, the
difficulties of remember the information flow , the size of
information not suitable with the interface either so small or
very big , and some of them feel frustration to try over and
over to got some info . Lastly, access information faced
users difficulties to access personal information, and the
ability of navigate information anytime , anywhere . Also,
the security and privacy of information were the important
part for the participants' and the most part got disappoint
them. the most of measurements' variables are unsatisfied
users . This variables are security level, password length,
unauthorized person, information secure, and trust
information.
The main recommendations are coming from the simple
were ; information should meet users need by provide
specific information , upgrade the quality of information
from the size , colour , and speed. Also they seen that
information need to be more fixable and available anytime
and anywhere. In addition, they request to make information
easy to use , access, navigate, and upgrade the performance.

Figure4 :
Fourth : access information : this part contents retrieve info,
easy of access, download info, access personal info, and
navigable info . participants are disagree with ability to
access personal information and navigable information . but
they are agree with the ability to access information ,
retrieve , and download information as shown in figure 5 .

Figure5 :
For the security and privacy of information as an important
part of information quality on the web world. In figure 6
presented the measurements scales which are protection ,
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In focus, they request to upgrade the security of information
and privacy.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the researcher have been viewed the three
dimensions of the study which are information quality,
mobile interface, and user satisfaction. This study also
comes up with evaluate information quality for mobile
interface from user experience. And to determine the level
of user satisfaction towards the information used besides
determining how the information quality is going in realty .
By the end, users are satisfied with some parts like clear of
information and ability to understand it . However,
participants' have disappointed with many parts of the
quality. Problem still there users will use their smart phone
either they are satisfied or not . As a result, taking care of
information quality its to provide the excellence to the
applications looking for over success .
For the further study, the researcher will to examine a
specific application to evaluate their information. And for
future research coming result will be useful for an
organization to assess their information to meet user need
and make them more satisfied.
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